
Imanon
Altai is the gateway system to the Quadrant of the Pillar, with portals to four other systems 
including Kua. Imanon is the planet closest to the star, and so the gateway to the Altain system 
itself. This quick overview is intended to introduce players to the system and to The Quadrant of the
Pillar itself. Imanon Station is likely to be very different from the stations that the players are used 
to, and both station and planet provide distinctive settings. The planet itself is also the ideal location
for the final encounter in the adventure Love Once More in the Diamond Sands supplement.

The Altai System

The Altai system is (to be deliberately brief, so that GMs can use the system as they wish)….
• Dominated by warlords and corsairs.
• Notorious for an asteroid belt known as “the Black Zone”.
• Home to several rich and fertile planets, which are some distance from its sun and beyond 

the Black Zone
• Blessed by four separate portals, including one to Kua.
• Due to the above (portals, fertile planets, etc.), the strategic lynch-pin for the Quadrant of 

the Pillar.

The closest planet to the star of Altai is Imanon.

Imanon

Imanon….
• … has a thin atmosphere, mainly of nitrogen and carbon dioxide, but also with some oxygen

and sulphur-based gasses. With a Survival Mask to filter out the sulphurous gases, a person 
could survive on the planet’ surface; without a survival mask they will die, almost instantly 
– the sulphur compounds see to that.

• … is agreed as a neutral space by the corsairs and warlords of the Quadrant of the Pillar. It is
considered sacred land.

• … is home to ancient monasteries, to the cells of crazed hermits and prophets, to the prison-
palaces of banished spouses, and to the self-imposed retreats of retired warlords.

• ... has no military installations.
• … is inhabited (due to the thin, toxic atmosphere) only in scattered, isolated domes. From 

space the planet is a featureless ball of rock, but dotted with little pinpricks of light (in the 
dark) or colour (in the day) formed by these hundred or so domes.

The domes…
• … are formed by weak forcefields, which keep the healthy atmospheres inside them separate

from the thinner, toxic atmosphere out on the planet’s surface. It is possible to push through 
the forcefield physically (it just has a slight rubbery push as you step through), but the 
atmospheres cannot mingle.

• … typically contain small gardens and courtyards (which range from the barren, to the 
functional, to the lush, to the opulent) around central buildings.

• … usually have a clearly designated landing/docking pad just inside the dome. Ships can 



simply fly through to park, so that passengers can walk from their ships to the buildings 
without need for protective clothing or Survival Masks.

The central buildings in each dome….
• … may be monasteries, religious libraries, hermits’ cells, small mini-palaces, priestly 

training settlements… but never military bases.
• … are built to be air-tight if needed, with sensors triggering the buildings to lock down if the

atmosphere outside becomes unsafe (e.g. if the dome’s forcefield failed).
• … typically have excellent communications links with the alliances of warlords that they are

aligned with out in the Black Zone and beyond. The people here are physically removed 
from the conflicts of the system, but not politically neutral.

The population here…
• … is usually considered by outsiders to be reclusive priests, librarians, historians, scholars, 

and exiles. But this is a simplistic assumption. The reality is more complex.
• … includes several high-ranking prisoners. If you have seized and defeated a high ranking 

enemy, then banishing them here to become a monk, or to be a “guest” of monks, lets you 
get them out of the way without getting influential blood on your hands.

• … includes a lot of people who are hiding. The monasteries won’t reveal their members’ 
names, so if you are fleeing a blood feud or disgruntled overlord, and if you want 
somewhere to lay low for a while, then becoming a monk, permanently or temporarily, may 
be prudent. 

• … includes a lot of students. With the fleets constantly bristling for war, there needs to be 
somewhere safe where future administrators and diplomats can be trained – and that is 
Imanon.

• … are often “retired”. Many a defeated warlord will agree, as part of their terms of 
surrender, to live out the rest of their lives on this rock. This usually seems better than being 
shot.

• … are also often planning a come-back. Just because you have been exiled or have fled to 
Imanon, doesn’t mean that you aren’t planning a return. As a defeated warlord you may be 
scheming with allies to raise a new fleet. As a banished royal consort you might be planning 
a bloody revenge on the new lover who had you driven from court. As an emir’s aunt or 
uncle, you might still dream of replacing your nephew with one of your own children. Etc.

Imanon Station

The station itself….
• … is enormous – nearly as large as Coriolis.
• … is a wide disk, made from hundreds of docks and thousands of warehouses on its base 

level, with thin pyramid-like towers rising up from its roof, each tower controlled by a 
different rival warlord.

• … seems to be totally lawless.
• … is not actually lawless. But if you are used to written law codes, you may be confused by 

a place which instead runs on laws of honour and tradition.
• … is dominated by rival and seemingly feuding factions of Altaian corsairs.
• … is in strictly demilitarised space. Any warships approaching will be fired on. They may or

may not be given a warning first. And the station’s armaments are devastating.
• … has its defences organised by a succession young war-captains, each selected due to their 

reputation for reckless bravery and steadfast honour. Everyone needs to know that the 



commander will fight and die to protect the station, even if the defence were doomed. That 
is what keeps the big warlords from moving their fleets in to dominate the station.

• … is a transit point for vast amounts of trade which flows through the portals, to and from 
this system.

• … is a rallying point for trade convoys hoping to pass through the portals. Lone ships will 
never want to linger near the portals, given the locals’ reputations, so typically convoys form
up here and fly to the portals in formation.

Sane traders from Kua (or Mira, or Dabaran) do not dare to delve deeper into the Altai system that 
this station, for fear of being attacked by warlike fleets deeper in. Meanwhile most Altain haulers 
are also prone to combat and might be considered by outsiders to be corsairs or pirates – and so they
would rather not transport goods to Kua, Zalos, Mira or other more legalistic systems. This is why 
the station is so busy. All goods to and from the system are transferred here between locals and 
Kuan, Zalosian or Miran traders.

The station is not, however, as violent and anarchic as it seems. It is violent, but not anarchic. 
Specifically, local customs dictate that….

• … the people of the Quadrant of the Pillar have the right to carry arms and pursue blood-
feuds within the station.

• … anyone using heavy weapons, explosives or anything that might breach the station’s hull, 
or anyone who kills someone who is not the target of a publicly proclaimed blood-feud, is 
hung from a beam in the middle of the station. There are usually a couple of rotting corpses 
swinging here, just to underline the point.

• … outsiders (Zenithian faction members, Zalosians, Mirans… basically all visitors from 
outside of the system) are forbidden (with very few exceptions) to carry ranged weapons or 
pursue feuds.

• … alleged crimes are to be adjudicated by the representatives of whatever warlords the 
accused and accuser happen to be loyal to. If an agreement can’t be reached, either 
aggrieved party may declare a blood feud. Most disputes lead to agreed resolutions (with 
formal apologies, payments of reparations, exchanges of hostages, “gifts” of ships or lands 
on the outer planets, etc.), not to feuds.

• … violence isn’t a crime unless it does lasting damage. Few people seek out brawls, as the 
locals prize martial prowess and there is always the risk of inadvertent maiming; but there is 
always the danger of a fight, and low-level bullying is routine.

The various local alliances and groupings each maintain a stronghold on the Station. These are the 
pyramid-like towers rising above the base levels. Each tower is the stronghold of one local faction 
or another, and provide safe havens and temporary homes for those allied with each warlord when 
they visit the stations. They are armed camps, each with their own chapel, armoury, medlab, etc., all
fortified against one and other. These are rarely places where outsiders will be welcomed.

Outsiders…
• … usually hate this station. Poor facilities, unwelcoming locals, constant threats of violence,

occasional flurries of bloodshed – few find anything appealing here.
• … usually try to conduct their business on the station as fast as possible, and then get out, 

hoping to get into a convoy back through the portals with the minimum of delay.
• … must turn to one of the three Factions with representation on the station if they have any  

serious problems: the Free League, the Legion, and the Order of the Pariah.

The Free League…
• … were invited decades ago to run commercial transaction here. They have set up a Free 

Trader market which is perhaps the largest in the Horizon – a full kilometre across, and 



constantly buzzing not just with the bidding run by a single Khabara but but, at its busiest, 
with haggling in separate auction halls overseen by up to a dozen Khabaras.

• … are publicly constantly mocked by the locals as weak, soft, peace-pedlars.
• … are, quietly, considered invaluable by the warlords, and therefore offered considerable 

protection.

The Legion…
• … are officially banned from the entire Altai system. Their ships are ignored if they fly from

one portal to another, but should any Legion fleet attempt to push deeper into the system – 
as far as Imanon or beyond – this would invite a military response.

• … none the less do have a single mid-sized mercenary company on the station. Officially 
this is actually the “personal bodyguard” of the Free League’s lead negotiator, here to 
“protect his honour and avenge insults to his person” – that’s the kind of language that the 
Altains easily accept.

• … can provide bodyguards to nervous visitors on the station. Most of the assignments of the
resident mercenary company are actually just providing personal security for foreign 
visitors.

• … will investigate more complex problems on the station (e.g. threats or kidnappings) on 
behalf of the Free League, or of anyone else who pays them. Some of the Legion’s most 
dogged agents and unflinching negotiators cut their teeth on Imanon Station.

• … maintain a “rapid response force” in case of a crisis in the system. Most people assume 
that this is for show – a negotiating posture, in effect – since any real crisis in the system 
would see this tiny unit laughably outgunned. The Rapid Response Force actually tend to go
by their unofficial title of “Suicide Response Force”, and ex-members proudly carry a 
distinctive pendant which has become the unit’s unofficial insignia.

The Order of the Pariah…
• … maintains a chapel to The Martyr on the station.
• … will stand up to the locals on behalf of anyone who professes (and demonstrates) 

devotion to the Martyr and commitment to the Order.
• … have had several Abbots executed in the last decade, for standing up to the locals a little 

too forcefully.
• … are much more widely respected by the locals than the weak Free Leaguers. Their talk of 

self-sacrifice, suffering, obedience and pain – and, notably, their willingness to live up to 
those words – wins them a lot of respect, and they always negotiate with the locals from a 
stronger position than other outsiders.


